abstract

The origins of sport tourism are strictly associated with sport emerging as competition and a show. Its roots date back to ancient Greece. The 20th century marks a dynamic development of this branch of tourism, which uses sports shows as the main purpose for traveling.

The concept of sport tourism should be narrowed down to those who passively participate in all kinds of sports events and to the actual participants of these events. Thus there will be two groups of people who can be called sports tourists.

All kinds of sporting events are an important factor contributing to the development of regions, because they significantly affect the image of the place and are a strong factor in attracting tourists. Their effectiveness as a tourist product requires developing a long-term strategy which takes into account both economic and social aspects.
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INTRODUCTION

Tourism, as an interdisciplinary phenomenon, involves three research areas: the geographical-spatial, the social and the economic one [1]. They comprise issues regarding natural values, land development and spatial planning, ethics of tourism, its impact on local communities and the connected with it intermingling of cultures. Tourism is also perceived as an economic phenomenon [2].

It is a form of business activity which has developed various types of tourist services offered to travellers, among which accommodation services, catering services and transport services are of greatest importance. Opportunities to earn huge revenues from providing tourist services are a driver of economy in many countries [3].

The dynamic development of tourism which took place in the 20th century and has continued to the present day is undisputed. In its early years tourism was elitist; nowadays it is a mass phenomenon involving millions of people. It has also become one of the best developed and modern branches of global economy.

The essence of tourism lies in human activity through which a person realises specific objectives related to travelling. This creates difficulties in a single, simple definition of the concept of tourism and persons participating in it, defined as tourists.

The present paper has reviewed the literature in terms of concepts of tourism with a special focus on sport tourism. Also, based on an analysis of the available data (statistical data), it shows the major, mass sport events in Tri-City which can become markers for sport tourism (ST).

THE CONCEPT OF SPORTS TOURISM

In 1943 Walter Hunziker formulated a classic, widely accepted by most economists till today, definition of tourism, saying that tourism is “a complex of relations and phenomena arising from travelling and staying of visitors unless it is associated with settling down and undertaking paid employment” [4]. Similarly, Kornak’s definition stipulates that tourism is a set of relationships and socio-economic phenomena that arise from travelling and staying of visitors unless there is associated with it settling down and undertaking paid employment [5].

However, according to Kaspar, “tourism covers all links and phenomena that appear as a result of changes in place and hence the resulting stay of persons, on condition that for these persons the new place of stay is neither a permanent place of residence nor a place of work” [6].

The United Nations World Tourism Organization (UNWTO) defines tourism as a whole of activities of people who travel and stay for leisure, business or other purposes for no longer than a continuous year away from their everyday environment, except for travels whose main purpose is paid employment remunerated in the visited town [7]. This definition has been adopted for statistical purposes, hence, among others, time limit of up to a year.
All of these definitions characterising tourism have common characteristics. These include:

• travel which leads to a stay outside the place of residence,
• stay in a new place (not longer than a year),
• temporality of the travel and the stay (the travel and the stay are temporary, which distinguishes them from other types of migration),
• the subjective element (the traveller decides about the place of stay and the reasons for the trip),
• the objective element (using the tourist infrastructure determines the implementation of the purpose the visit [8]).

Additionally, the concept of a tourist must also be specified as it is unequivocal. In 1963 at the United Nations conference in Rome, the term “visitor” was introduced, which includes persons staying in the visited country, for whatever reasons. It comprises two categories: tourists and day-trippers.

Tourists are those who spend at least 24 hours in the destination, and the purpose for staying is: leisure, treatment, sightseeing, business, sports, religious, family, social, etc. In turn, day-trippers are persons spending less than 24 hours in the destination. In addition, for statistical purposes, the World Tourism Organization recommends a breakdown into international visitors (tourists and day-trippers) and domestic visitors (overnight tourists and day-trippers, who do not use accommodation.

Tourism, as a complex phenomenon, is difficult to classify both from a scientific and a practical point of view. The criteria for its division are very diverse. They include motivation for the choice of the destination, types of tourism (leisure, medical, sports, family, club, educational, congress, business, etc.), the tourism subject (the number of participants, age, length of stay, season of the year, means of transport, type of financing, accommodation, tourist’s origin), forms of tourism (individual, group, seniors, youth, active, passive, etc.) [9].

It is also difficult to clearly define the concept of sport tourism. The relationship between sport and tourism are multi-faceted. They include both the areas of health, recreation and leisure and the management of free time; they have cognitive values and are also important in the economic area. In this context, sport becomes a tourist phenomenon, and for example host cities of great global events (the Olympic Games, the World and European Championships) are the most popular destinations for tourists [10]. For them special local attractions are prepared and volunteers and tourist staff are trained so they can best showcase of the city, the region, the country, so that at the end of the event the participants want to return to this place, not only having the sport experience in mind [11, 12].

Sport as a form of human activity is a process of improving the psychophysical efficiency, satisfying the need for competition and striving to achieve results within the accepted rules of competition. Sport is one of the components of the system of physical culture. This, in turn, is the expression of a specific attitude towards one’s body. Conscious and active care for one’s own development, fitness and health means an ability to organise and spend leisure time with the biggest benefit for physical and mental health [13]. The task of physical culture is to aim at human development from high physical and motor fitness to
an ability to apply physical capacity in different life situations. One should keep in mind that physical culture is one of the areas of widely understood culture, by which we understand the whole of spiritual and material achievements of the society as well as patterns of behaviour and products absorbed by people in the course of their social development. Such placement of sport raises its rank and perception in the society.

Despite the rapid development of sport and tourism in general, the term “sport tourism” has been interpreted in many ways. The origins and the scope of sport tourism were studied in the 1980s, especially in German and English language literature. Various classifications and divisions were proposed. Creating models and identifying the place and the role of sport tourism took into account its wide and narrow understanding [14].

Thus Glyptis [15] points to 5 areas comprised by sport tourism:
- sports camps (searching for better climate conditions or better infrastructure) for training purposes,
- specialized or generally active holidays (commercial and non-commercial offers),
- “expensive sports holidays” (specialist, luxury sport disciplines),
- holidays with an available sports offer (a form of club vacations),
- spectators of sports events.

Another division was made by Gammon and Robinson, who emphasised the importance of sport [16] (Table 1).

Table 1. Sport tourism and sport in tourism to S. Gammon and T. Robinson [16]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sport tourism</th>
<th>Sport in Tourism</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>hard definition</td>
<td>soft definition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>the main motive for travel is active or passive participation in a sports event (focus on competition is characteristic here)</td>
<td>the main motive is active participation in sports, but of a leisure not a competitive character</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>travels in order to take active or passive part in competitive sport; however, the main purpose is the holiday itself - sport plays a secondary role here</td>
<td>tourists engage in sport and leisure of a competitive nature; however, such participation is quite accidental</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In turn, Freyer [17] in his definition of sport tourism pays greater attention to the participants directly involved in the event. But he also refers to museums, sports centres or people who are not active athletes anymore (Table 2).

Table 2. Sport tourism according to W.Freyer [17]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sport tourism</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Travels to practice sports actively</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Active athletes (amateur professionals)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• training</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Active sport</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• coaches</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• doctors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Passive sport</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• organizers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• activists</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• media</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• sponsors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Travels supporting sport</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spectators</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• competitions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• training</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Standeven and De Knop [18] define sport tourism as a “journey that contains active or passive participation in sports activities outside the everyday environment of the person”.

According to Hinch and Higham [19], sport tourism “is short travel outside the residence environment, aiming at participation in sports, where sport is characterized by specific rules, competition related to everyday fitness and fun”. Sport tourism also comprises extreme tourism related to natural areas appropriate for this purpose and with detachment from civilization [20].

According to other concepts, sport tourism involves all forms of temporary absence in the place of residence whose significant important objective is to deal with sport. Thus it includes tournaments and sport-related activities, sports journalism, manufacturers and sellers of sports goods, sports officials (such as doping control committees or judges), visitors to museums of sport [21].

Sport as a spectacle and competition becomes a product whose offer on the market it to meet the consumer’s needs – the passive one, viewing the competition from grandstands and the active one, directly participating in the event. Sport should be taken into account as a tourist product, as a collection of a variety of items related to taking the trip. These will be goods and services purchased both before going to a sporting event and during it, as well as during the stay at the destination. The price for the package of services and customer satisfaction from the trip will play an important role [22, 23].

However, in order to be in line with the “classic” definition of tourism by the United Nations World Tourism Organization (UNWTO), which is recommended, among others, for statistical purposes, and in order to meet the World Classification of Tourism Activities, the concept of sport tourism should be narrowed down to persons who passively participate in all kinds of sports events and to the actual participants in these events. Thus there will be two groups of people who could be assigned the idea of sport tourism or a sport tourist. They can be colloquially called fans and athletes. Such a classification will reflect the purpose of the trip. And the purpose of a sport tourist’s trip is tournaments at various levels (in different disciplines, in different events) which he or she wants to watch or take part in.

Sport is inherently peaceful competition, whose essence is the individual or team rivalry (according to specified rules) conducted in accordance with the fair play principles and to strive to achieve the best results; it is also competition undertaken, among others, for the purpose of recreation and to improve one’s own physical features [24].

Rivalry is an immanent feature of sports. A competitor wants to win, to break the record, to complete the competition at each level of this rivalry (amateur, professional, or recreational participation). On the other hand, there are people who want to watch this rivalry. Therefore, the sport objective of the trip will distinguish a sport tourist from others. According to the UNWTO, tourist purposes may involve rest, recreation, holidays, visiting friends and relatives, business, health, religion, pilgrimages and others. With such a wide spectrum and a lack of a strict definition of sport tourism, among the sport tourists we may include, for example, a person going on a pilgrimage to Fatima and along the way visiting sports venues (the Camp Nou in Barcelona or the Santiago Bernabeu Stadium...
in Madrid). On the one hand, this is pilgrimage tourism, but the authorities in Barcelona or Madrid may qualify these persons as sport tourists. Another example, a sports fan arriving for longer than a few hours – a hotel or hostel guest – by definition becomes also a cultural tourist, although he or she treats the cultural offer "incidentally", in the intervals between participation in a sports event.

The above is of great importance for statistical purposes. Otherwise, an important argument is lost, for example, in negotiations with sponsors and other partners. Many of them would engage financially seeing specific, tangible benefits of such activities, for example by purchasing advertising space at a sports venue expecting a specific number of people to see it [25].

**THE BEGINNING OF SPORTS TOURISM**

One can talk about sport tourism when sport was born. Highly organized forms of the sport originated only in ancient Greece. In ancient Greece a great role was played by the Pan-Hellenic games being a manifestation of the Greeks’ national unity. The greatest Pan-Hellenic Games were held in Olympia, Delphi, Corinth and Nemea. However, those at Olympia were the most important. The year 776 BC is considered to be the date of the origin of the Olympic Games, as well as the first documented historical fact in the history of Greece [26]. The games lasted 5 days. Athletes from all over the country arrived there. For the duration of the competition ékécheiria – the holy truce – was proclaimed, which advocated respect for the rules of fairness and respect for the opponent. It was supposed to help athletes and their companions to arrive at competitions. The Greek Olympic Games survived till 393 CE, when Emperor Theodosius I forbade organizing them, treating them as a cultivation of pagan customs.

The modern Olympic Games, which were held in 1896 in Athens, resulted in the development of sport around the world, just as the development of sport tourism. Athletes and fans come from all over the world to global events anywhere they are held. It was noted that different types of events are an important factor contributing to the development of regions, because they significantly affect the image of the place and are a strong factor in attracting tourists, especially out of season [27]. Their degree of impact is very diverse. One can distinguish the following types of events [28]:

- mega events,
- hallmark events,
- regional events,
- local events.

The same author has proposed a more systematic typology of events, dividing them into the following groups:

- cultural,
- political and national,
- arts and entertainment,
- business and commercial,
- educational and scientific,
- sport,
- private.
Cycling competitions for different age categories and proficiency levels:
- Scandia Lang Team Marathon, June 2015 – 3,108 participants,
- Herbalife Triathlon Half-Marathon, August 2015 – 2,518 participants,
- Westerplatte Street Run, September 2015 – 3,150 participants,
- 1st Gdansk Marathon, May 2015 – 1,825 participants,
- Amber Expo Half-Marathon Gdańsk, October 2015 – 3,276 participants.

In addition to these events, there are league matches in football, volleyball, basketball, handball and other disciplines. Extremely important for the region are also sporting events which are held on an occasional basis, significantly affecting the number of tourists coming to Tri-City. This is particularly important from the economic point of view.
CONCLUSION
What kind of tourist takes part in them? Mostly ones staying for 1–2 day. Fans of league matches mostly come for a few hours. It is for them that competitions are usually organized at noon or in the afternoon, so they can arrive in the morning, relax and participate and then return home in the evening or at night. Unfortunately, Tri-City lacks cyclical events of a national and international range. The events listed above mostly involve people from the region of Gdansk, who spend only a few hours in the place of the competition, limiting their stay to a minimum and, in principle, to the event venue. They hardly ever use what could be called cultural attractions. To a large extent they do not benefit from the culinary offer either. From the economic point of view, their participation in the “consumption” of a tourist product, i.e. the competition, is not large. The higher the rank of the sporting event, the greater the number of tourists visiting the city. The rank is also influenced by the organisation, the venue, accessibility, the tradition of the event, awards for the participants (including the so-called starting package), and the time of the event. Therefore, it seems reasonable to strive to create such a “sports offer” which will attract participants from different parts of the country and from abroad. The attractiveness of the place is beyond dispute; it should encourage prospective sport visitors to come. One just needs to “create” events. These can be sailing, cross-country skiing, biking, hiking and even trekking events. What counts is the idea and good organization. However, such an approach to sport tourism requires developing long-term strategy taking into account economic and social aspects.
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Standeven and De Knop [18] define sport tourism as a “journey that contains active or passive participation in sports activities outside the everyday environment of the person”.

According to Hinch and Higham [19], sport tourism “is short travel outside the residence environment, aiming at participation in sports, where sport is characterized by specific rules, competition related to everyday fitness and fun”. Sport tourism also comprises extreme tourism related to natural areas appropriate for this purpose and with detachment from civilization [20].

According to other concepts, sport tourism involves all forms of temporary absence in the place of residence whose significant important objective is to deal with sport. Thus it includes tournaments and sport-related activities, sports journalism, manufacturers and sellers of sports goods, sports officials (such as doping control committees or judges), visitors to museums of sport [21].

Sport as a spectacle and competition becomes a product whose offer on the market it to meet the consumer’s needs – the passive one, viewing the competition from grandstands and the active one, directly participating in the event. Sport should be taken into account as a tourist product, as a collection of a variety of items related to taking the trip. These will be goods and services purchased both before going to a sporting event and during it, as well as during the stay at the destination. The price for the package of services and customer satisfaction from the trip will play an important role [22, 23].

However, in order to be in line with the “classic” definition of tourism by the United Nations World Tourism Organization (UNWTO), which is recommended, among others, for statistical purposes, and in order to meet the World Classification of Tourism Activities, the concept of sport tourism should be narrowed down to persons who passively participate in all kinds of sports events and to the actual participants in these events. Thus there will be two groups of people who could be assigned the idea of sport tourism or a sport tourist. They can be colloquially called fans and athletes. Such a classification will reflect the purpose of the trip. And the purpose of a sport tourist’s trip is tournaments at various levels (in different disciplines, in different events) which he or she wants to watch or take part in.

Sport is inherently peaceful competition, whose essence is the individual or team rivalry (according to specified rules) conducted in accordance with the fair play principles and to strive to achieve the best results; it is also competition undertaken, among others, for the purpose of recreation and to improve one’s own physical features [24].

Rivalry is an immanent feature of sports. A competitor wants to win, to break the record, to complete the competition at each level of this rivalry (amateur, professional, or recreational participation). On the other hand, there are people who want to watch this rivalry. Therefore, the sport objective of the trip will distinguish a sport tourist from others. According to the UNWTO, tourist purposes may involve rest, recreation, holidays, visiting friends and relatives, business,
With such a wide spectrum and a lack of a strict definition of sport tourism, among the sport tourists we may include, for example, a person going on a pilgrimage to Fatima and along the way visiting sports venues (the Camp Nou in Barcelona or the Santiago Bernabeu Stadium in Madrid). On the one hand, this is pilgrimage tourism, but the authorities in Barcelona or Madrid may qualify these persons as sport tourists. Another example, a sports fan arriving for longer than a few hours – a hotel or hostel guest – by definition becomes also a cultural tourist, although he or she treats the cultural offer “incidentally”, in the intervals between participation in a sports event.

The above is of great importance for statistical purposes. Otherwise, an important argument is lost, for example, in negotiations with sponsors and other partners. Many of them would engage financially seeing specific, tangible benefits of such activities, for example by purchasing advertising space at a sports venue expecting a specific number of people to see it [25].

The beginning of sport tourism

One can talk about sport tourism when sport was born. Highly organized forms of the sport originated only in ancient Greece. In ancient Greece a great role was played by the Pan-Hellenic games being a manifestation of the Greeks’ national unity. The greatest Pan-Hellenic Games were held in Olympia, Delphi, Corinth and Nemea. However, those at Olympia were the most important. The year 776 BC is considered to be the date of the origin of the Olympic Games, as well as the first documented historical fact in the history of Greece [26]. The games lasted 5 days. Athletes from all over the country arrived there. For the duration of the competition ékécheiria – the holy truce – was proclaimed, which advocated respect for the rules of fairness and respect for the opponent. It was supposed to help athletes and their companions to arrive at competitions.

The Greek Olympic Games survived till 393 CE, when Emperor Theodosius I forbade organizing them, treating them as a cultivation of pagan customs.

The modern Olympic Games, which were held in 1896 in Athens, resulted in the development of sport around the world, just as the development of sport tourism. Athletes and fans come from all over the world to global events anywhere they are held. It was noted that different types of events are an important factor contributing to the development of regions, because they significantly affect the image of the place and are a strong factor in attracting tourists, especially out of season [27]. Their degree of impact is very diverse. One can distinguish the following types of events [28]:

• mega events
• hallmark events
• regional events
• local events.

The same author has proposed a more systematic typology of events, dividing them into the following groups:

• cultural
Regardless of the type of an event (sports or another), many countries and cities wish to organise them. Of course, the most important are cyclical sports events of the greatest range, prestige, and interest, as they can bring the most benefits (the Olympic Games, the World and European Championships). But events of the jogging type, for example marathons, are also a “desirable” product for many cities. The largest ones organized by New York, London, Berlin, Paris, Boston, Chicago, and many others gather 20 to 50 thousand participants. Adding as many accompanying persons (as most often a runner comes to a marathon with another person), dozens of thousands of people come to the city and spend time staying in hotels, visiting tourist and attractions entertainment during the event. They usually stay there for 2 to 5 days and their stay is of the utmost importance for the budget of the city.

In the Gdańsk region sport tourism is based on events of a cyclical nature. They gather the most participants.

Fig. 1. Number of participants of street runs in Gdynia in the years 2005–2014

Source: Piotr Suchenia, own research

Fig. 2. The number of participants in the Solidarity Marathon in the years 2010–2015

Source: Own research

Other sporting events in the region of Gdańsk and the number of participants

Cycling competitions for different age categories and proficiency levels:

- Scandia Lang Team Marathon, June 2015 - 3,108 participants;
- Herbalife Triathlon Half-Marathon, August 2015 - 2,518 participants;
- Westerplatte Street Run, September 2015 - 3,150 participants;
- 1st Gdańsk Marathon, May 2015 - 1,825 participants;
In addition to these events, there are league matches in football, volleyball, basketball, handball and other disciplines. Extremely important for the region are also sporting events which are held on an occasional basis, significantly affecting the number of tourists coming to Tri-City. This is particularly important from the economic point of view.

**CONCLUSION**

What kind of tourist takes part in them? Mostly ones staying for 1–2 day. Fans of league matches mostly come for a few hours. It is for them that competitions are usually organized at noon or in the afternoon, so they can arrive in the morning, relax and participate and then return home in the evening or at night. Unfortunately, Tri-City lacks cyclical events of a national and international range. The events listed above mostly involve people from the region of Gdansk, who spend only a few hours in the place of the competition, limiting their stay to a minimum and, in principle, to the event venue. They hardly ever use what could be called cultural attractions. To a large extent they do not benefit from the culinary offer either. From the economic point of view, their participation in the “consumption” of a tourist product, i.e. the competition, is not large. The higher the rank of the sporting event, the greater the number of tourists visiting the city. The rank is also influenced by the organisation, the venue, accessibility, the tradition of the event, awards for the participants (including the so-called starting package), and the time of the event. Therefore, it seems reasonable to strive to create such a „sports offer” which will attract participants from different parts of the country and from abroad. The attractiveness of the place is beyond dispute; it should encourage prospective sport visitors to come. One just needs to “create” events. These can be sailing, cross-country skiing, biking, hiking and even trekking events. What counts is the idea and good organization. However, such an approach to sport tourism requires developing long-term strategy taking into account economic and social aspects.